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Nonlinear response of type II superconductors: A new method of
measuring the pressure dependence of the transition temperature Tc„P…
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A technique of measuringTc(P) in the diamond anvil cell by the third harmonic of the ac
susceptibility (V3 f) is described. It requires no background subtraction and allows the use of gasket
materials made from hardened steels. In addition, the observed peak structure in theV3 f vs T data
allows regions with different critical temperatures to be distinguished. Results for single crystals
~with typical size, 0.25 mm30.25 mm30.1 mm! of the Tl2Ba2CuO61d and YBa2Cu3O72d systems
are presented. The effects of sample inhomogeneities and nonhydrostatic conditions are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional measurements have utilized ac suscept
ity to determine the pressure dependence of the super
ducting transition temperature,Tc(P). Most groups use a
primary coil coupled to two secondary coils: one contain
the superconducting sample and the other empty for ba
ground subtraction.1,2 Usually nonmagnetic gasket materia
with relatively large samples are used in order to separate
signal of the superconducting sample from the large, te
perature dependent background of the gasket and the
This precludes reaching the highest possible pressures w
are achieved by using high-strength gasket materials, suc
Inconel and stainless steel, and small volumes of hydros
fluid. One group has solved this problem by measuring
second harmonic of the ac susceptibility.3 Their technique
relies on the use of a special nonmagnetic stainless st4

which is not readily available and fairly complicate
custom-built electronics, required to reduce the size of
background signal.

We show in this article that another approach, nam
the measurement of the third harmonic of the ac suscept
ity, can be used to determineTc(P) without the problems
inherent in the above methods. Using readily available,
the-shelf electronics and standard gasket materials~both
magnetic and nonmagnetic!, one can build a simple system
to accurately measureTc(P) of small samples. Such a mea
surement sees only nonlinear effects, such as the ons
flux motion in a superconducting sample and is not sensi
to the eddy currents produced in the gasket. Furthermore
measurements show that even magnetic gasket materia
not contribute to the background of the third harmonic s
nal. This technique can also be used to detect variations iTc

that can arise from inhomogeneous samples or from poss
pressure gradients in the medium.

a!Electronic mail: reevesme@gwis2.circ.gwu.edu
1450034-6748/98/69(3)/1451/5/$15.00
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The basic principle of the measurement is that the th
harmonic of the ac susceptibility gives a measure of
losses induced by flux motion in a type II superconduct
Above Tc , the nonlinear effects are vanishingly small. We
belowTc , the critical current (j c) is greater than the induce
ac current in the sample. In this regime, the dissipation
small and the third harmonic signal is again too small
detect. Close toTc , however,j c drops to zero and hysteres
occurs in the presence of an alternating magnetic field.
surface loss,W, due to hysteresis, generates a signal (V3 f),
at three times the fundamental frequency. Assuming a fi
independent critical current, Bean5 found the surface loss
induced by traversing the hysteresis loop to be

W5
H0

3

12p2 j c
ergs/cm2,

whereH0 is the amplitude of the applied field. Becausej c

goes to zero atTc , a large peak is produced in sweeps ofV3 f

vs T, giving an extremely sensitive means of detecting
transition. The shape and temperature dependence of
peak is strongly influenced by pinning. If there is no dc fie
applied, the sharp onset ofV3 f coincides withTc and the
irreversibility temperature,Tirr . In the presence of larger d
fields, however, this onset occurs at a lower temperatures
only corresponds toTirr . Unlike other proposed technique
for measuringTirr , the V3 f peak is independent of samp
dimensions and thus represents the true onset
irreversibility.6 As a result, the third harmonic of the ac su
ceptibility has been studied and used extensively for cha
terizing type II superconductors.7–10

II. EXPERIMENT

The diamond-anvil-cell setup is shown schematically
Fig. 1~a!. The bottom diamond is stationary; the top is mov
able. Pressure is applied at room temperature by a sc
which advances the upper diamond toward the lower o
1 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The diamond culets are about 1 mm in diameter. Primary
secondary coils with 400 and 350 turns, respectively,
wound from 25mm diam wire and varnished onto the di
monds. The secondary coil is not counter wound, and nei
is there a need for a bucking coil as in many experimen
configurations. Unless otherwise noted, the gaskets use
this study are made from hardened stainless steel, with th
ness, 0.51 mm. The gaskets are preindented and a 0.48
diam hole is drilled in the center.

To prepare the cell, the gasket hole is loaded with sm
pieces of the superconductor and ruby chips forin situ pres-
sure measurements. Care is taken to leave ample room
the pressure medium~to prevent the diamonds from pressin
directly against the sample! and to ensure a hydrostatic pre
sure before the medium freezes. As shown by Noack
Holzapfel, the shift in theR1 andR2 fluorescence peaks o
ruby, dl/dP, is thermally invariant.11 The value of 0.365
nm/GPa is used to determine the pressure.12 By measuring
the difference between fluorescence produced by rubies
side and outside of the gasket, the pressure can be d
mined within an uncertainty of60.1 GPa throughout the
temperature range of our measurements. The pressure
dium used is silicon oil or an alcohol mixture, and the hig
est pressure achieved is 8.4 GPa. More specific details on
application and measurement of pressure in this partic
cell are given elsewhere.1

Figure 1~b! is a schematic of the circuit for measurin
the superconducting transition. A lock-in amplifier13 pro-
vides ac current to the primary coil. A five pole, passiv
high-pass filter at the input of the lock-in is used to redu
the size of the fundamental voltage relative to that of
third harmonic.14 In our experiments only the amplitude o
the third harmonic signal is recorded. The fundamental
quency used is 10 kHz and the rms current supplied to
primary coil is 0.5 mA. With this current, the ac field from
the coil at the sample is approximately 0.1 Oe.

FIG. 1. ~a! The diamond anvil cell with primary~400 turns! and secondary
coils ~350 turns!, ~b! the circuit for measurement of the superconducti
transition.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Studies of Tl 2Ba2CuO61d at 0.1 Pa

Initial studies of inhomogeneities in superconductors a
the effect of gasket materials on the third harmonic sig
were carried out in a mock-up of the diamond-anvil ce
Figure 2~a! shows the superconducting transition for a sing
crystal of Tl2Ba2CuO61d ~Tl2201!. For this measurement, th
metal gasket was removed in order to make theV1 f signal
observable in the raw data. TheV3 f data show several peaks
each presumed to correspond to a different inhomogene
region within the sample. In the first harmonic voltage@Fig.
2~a!# these inhomogeneities produce a broadened transi
Figure 2~b! shows a different Tl2201 crystal with a broa
transition centered at 27 K. Figure 2~c! shows the transition
for the same sample after annealing at 400 °C for 16 h
helium gas. The sharper transition at a higherTc indicates
that the sample is now reduced and more homogeneous
respect to oxygen content.

Figure 3 shows the transition of a YBa2Cu3O72d

~YBCO! sample placed in the gasket hole of a 0.28 mm th
hardened Inconel gasket. Even though the gasket is m
netic, it produces no measurable effect on the backgroun
the noise level of the signal. In conventional ac suscepti
ity, the signal from the magnetic gasket would dominate a
the superconducting transition would be difficult to obser

B. Studies of YBCO under pressure

Tc(P) for YBCO was measured with silicon oil and wit
a methanol/ethanol mixture as the pressure medium. A c
parison of these studies shows that, unlike conventiona

FIG. 2. V3 f measurements on 13130.1 mm Tl2201 single crystals. Thes
crystals are five times larger than those used in the diamond-anvil cell
the panels illustrate the additional information gained by the third harmo
technique.~a! Comparison of the first and third harmonic techniques for t
same crystal.~b! V3 f vs T for a Tl2201 crystal before annealing and~c! after
annealing.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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susceptibility measurements, the third harmonic techniqu
can be used to detect structure within the transition due
nonhydrostatic conditions.

Tc(P) data for YBCO with silicon oil as the pressure
medium are shown in Fig. 4. After each run, the diamond
anvil cell is warmed to room temperature for 16 h, the pres
sure is increased, and the cell is cooled again. At 0.1 Pa th
sample displays a transition at 89.760.3 K, whereTc is de-
fined by the center position of the peak. The transition re
mains relatively sharp at 2.1 GPa andTc increases to 93.1 K.
The increase inTc is consistent with an earlierTc(P) study
on a YBCO sample with a similar 0.1 Pa transition

FIG. 3. Transition of a YBCO single crystal in the presence of a hardene
Inconel gasket. There is no detectable signal from the gasket.

FIG. 4. Tc(P) measurements on YBCO. The 3.6 GPa show three distinc
peaks. Small changes in the peak structure are seen after warming the cel
room temperature for 16 h.
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temperature.15 At 2.4 GPa,Tc(P) decreases to 91.8 K, while
the base of the peak broadens. At 2.6 GPa the peak broa
further, while separating into two distinct regions. When t
pressure is increased to 3.6 GPa, peaks appear at 91.1,
and 93.1 K. Finally, the test at 3.6 GPa was redone a
warming the cell to room temperature for 16 h. As seen
Fig. 4, the 93.1 K peak has disappeared and a shoulder
pears between 92.0 and 92.8 K.

The broadening of the superconducting transition
Tc(P) tests has been observed in other measurements,
as resistivity and the first harmonic of the a
susceptibility.1,16 However, such techniques usually defin
Tc to be the onset or midpoint of the transition and the pro
lem of the width is ignored. The above results show that s
a definition ofTc may not accurately represent what is rea
a set of distinct critical-temperature regions within t
sample.17

The pressure medium used in the above experiments
silicon oil, which proved to be nonhydrostatic above 2 GP
at T592 K, as indicated by a broadening of the two ru
fluorescence peaks. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the
mogeneity of the silicon oil and a 4:1 methanol/ethanol m
ture by plotting the full width at half maximum~FWHM!
average of the two fluorescence peaks versus pressure
data acquired in the 4:1 alcohol mixture show little or
broadening up to 7.0 GPa, whereas data measured in si
oil show significant broadening over this range. This is co
vincing evidence that silicon oil should not be used to obt
high pressures at low temperatures, and that the appear
of structure in theTc(P) measurements with the silicon o
may be due to an inhomogeneous pressure environmen

To further study the pressure-induced broadening of
superconducting transition,Tc(P) measurements were mad
on a different sample of YBCO with a methanol:ethanol::4
mixture as the pressure medium. At 0.1 Pa, the data sho
peak at 91.5 K with 0.2 K FWHM~Fig. 6!. At 1.7 GPa, with

d

t
l to

FIG. 5. The full width at half maximum~FWHM! average of the two
ruby fluorescence peaks vs pressure for a silicon oil medium an
methanol:ethanol::4:1 mixture. The data are the resulting spectra from t
ruby chips distributed throughout the pressure medium and are measur
T592 K.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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a 10 Oe dc field applied, the peak broadens and beco
asymmetric~Fig. 7!. This asymmetric shape is characteris
of type II superconductors in the mixed state.6,7

Similar to results obtained with the silicon oil medium
the application of higher pressures results in additional pe
within the transition. Figure 8 shows typical results at 4
GPa. The left and the right most peak are both distingu
able at pressures between 1.8 and 7.0 GPa.

Figure 9 showsTc(P) for the two peaks with no field
and with a 10 Oe dc field applied. The error bars in t
graphs represent the estimated FWHM of the peaks. The
for the two peaks are similar in that the FWHM for both d
not change measurably with pressure. A conventional m
surement ofV1 f would show a transition progressive
broadened from 0.2 to 2.3 K, as the pressure increased
from 0.1 Pa to 7.0 GPa.

The pressure dependence of the two peaks is strikin
different: the right peak is especially sensitive to the low
pressures, while the position of the left peak remains vir
ally unchanged. The measurements made in the 10 O
field follow those without the field except for a slight offse
There are several possible explanations for this, however

FIG. 6. V3 f of the second YBCO sample at 0.1 Pa and with no dc magn
field.

FIG. 7. V3 f of YBCO sample at 1.7 GPa with a 10 Oe dc field.
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FWHM data in Fig. 5, measured atT592 K, indicate that
the pressure is hydrostatic. One possible explanation is
the application of pressure induces an inhomogeneous r
dering of oxygen in the sample, similar to results obtained
the T12201 system.18 A more likely explanation stems from
the intrinsic oxygen inhomogeneity of these samples.
inhomogeneous samples, with domains of optimally and
derdoped material, the regions could have nearly the s
Tc , but very differentdTc(P)/dP ratios.19 X-ray studies will
be performed to resolve this issue. Similarly, the inhomo
neities could be manifest as inter- and intragranular effe
which are exaggerated by the application of pressure. Stu
in high magnetic fields are underway to clarify this effect

ic

FIG. 8. V3 f of YBCO sample at 4.2 GPa. Arrows indicate the left and rig
most peaks which can be followed from 1.8 to 7.0 GPa.

FIG. 9. The position of the left and the right most peaks as a function
pressure for the YBCO sample. The error bars are an estimate of the FW
of the peaks. Results with and without a 10 Oe dc field are shown.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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